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Slightly smaller than the original Bel Air chair, this product 
offers comfort and functionality at an affordable cost. The 
Bel Air Jr. provides a breathable mesh back that conforms to 
your back and allows for air ventilation and natural cooling. 
Paired with a well cushioned seat, it offers the ultimate 
in comfort. Additional features include an easy-to-use 
lumbar adjustment, height adjustable arms and contoured 
polyurethane pads. Subtle and sleek, the Bel Air Jr. is 
satisfying seating at an equally satisfying price.

TASK SEATING

Also available in Quick Ship!



Maryland Correctional Enterprises

FABRIC & FRAME COLOR:  BLACK

DIMENSIONS

Overall:  22 3/4” W, 25” D, 42” H         Back:  20” W, 20” H         Seat:  20 1/2” W, 19 1/2” D         Seat Ht Range:  17” - 22”

Item No. 122013 (No Arms)
Item No. 122014 (With Arms)

$179.00
$226.00
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For maximum support, sit as far back 
in the seat as is comfortable and lean 
against the backrest. 

To lock the back at a given angle, first 
recline to the desired position and then 
push lever back to lock.  To resume free 
float, push lever forward.

Seat height is adjusted with a 
pneumatic cylinder. To lower height 
while seated, lift the lever at the right 
front of the seat.  To raise the height, 
remove your weight from the seat 
while lifting the lever.

To adjust the arm height, push the button 
in and then raise or lower the arm.

FEATURES AND OPERATIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

Maximum Support

Seat Height Adjustment

Arm Height Adjustment

Back Angle Adjustment

For vertical adjustment, grasp 
lumbar pad from behind chair 
with both hands. Raise or lower 
to desired position.For horizontal 
adjustment, turn knob clockwise to 
adjust inward or counter clockwise 
to adjust outward.

Adjust by using the knob 
directly under the front of the 
seat. To increase the tension of 
the tilt, turn the dial clockwise. 
To decrease tension, turn the 
dial counter-clockwise.

Lumbar Adjustment Tilt Tension Adjustment


